This is an answer I gave to the question of the end of Israel...
By High Priest Mageson666

Israel has really fucked up in Syria. They failed to destroy Assad and the war has gone on to the point were Iran was able to intervene for Assad, as Iran knows their next if Syria falls. And now there is huge Iranian forces in Syria, the nation which boarders on Israel. The only reason Putin ran in when he did was right after Assad had totally handed total control of all Syria operations over to Iran openly. And Iran was shipping in tens of thousand more troops. Putin all of a sudden then cared enough to do something other then talk about caring. Which the condition of Russian intervention was total control was to be given from Iran to Putin.

This is an old tactic, the Jewish Soviet Union would be the leash on the Arab world by proxy. And betray the Arab cause to Israel the whole time while pretending to be their ally. From giving them worthless military aid at robbery costs which had no chance against Israel military hardware. To having Russian generals purposely train Arab troops with tactics they didn't have the military base for and tactics which were suicide in the ME terrain, ensuring their defeat. While the Jewish run KGB always made sure the Mossad had all the intelligence on the Arabs. The Jew Stalin did create Israel after all.... On orders from his Rothschild King of the Jews, [they call themselves this in their own publications] masters. Then the USSR after being the first superpower to recognize Israel as a nation in the UN. Then all of a sudden ran off to buddy up to the Arabs to control that half of the ME, and denounced Israel as part of the Jewish tricknology. The Rothschild's also put the Dohmen Jews and Baghdad Jews into power in Saudi Arab after the end of the Ottoman Empire. When the Jewish run British Empire created the new ME. Which the new Middle East plans had been laid by the Jews before the first war. The aim of which was to carve up the Arab world to weaken its unity, so they couldn't oppose Israel's creation and expansionist plans in the region. While the Jews ran the Ottoman Empire from 1909 and on. And before dominated it with major finical control. Which is why the Armenian genocide was committed by the Jews. The Armenian's were the powerful class of banking, wealth and political leadership in the Ottoman world. So they had to go for the Jews to dominate the Ottoman world. Which they then used to put the Ottoman government under their control to destroy the Ottoman Empire and the unified Arab world.

Out of this came Israel and the Jewish Saudi's who run the Sunni world which is now the Arab Legion of Israel via proxy. Divide and conqueror. The Wahhabist sect of Sunni Islam the Jews created is just a weapon to further the divide in the Islamic Arab world to help this out.

Putin did meet with the leader of Israel in person for an hour before moving into control Syria.......Wonder why. Putin is the leash on Iranian, Leb and Syrian forces at this point for Israel. The Jews are trying to control both sides of the
conflict as its become a Frankenstein monster. But are dealing with trying to keep Iranian escalation in the region from happening and getting rid of Assad. The Mossad wanted the leader of Turkey gone as he was winding down the support. As the Kurds were getting too powerful in the region and starting to threaten Turkish control over Kurdish regions. Which might start a civil war in Turkey. The Turks are starting to realize Assad is better then Islamist chaos and Kurdish ascension in the region.

Now with Israel openly bombing Iranian, Syrian forces and having a mission creep into Syria. Its only a matter of time before this probably escalates. With a open war between Israel and Iran. Israel has the nukes but Iran has enough conventional weapons to flatten Israel. Their ally Hezbollah has enough two thousand pound rockets with orders from Iran to level the Israeli capital with if war happens between Iran and Israel. The Israeli's know this and have chosen war by proxy to attempt to destroy the Shia crescent via ISIS and other Islamist proxy armies. The same they used on Libya. Note the final move for the Jews is to destroy all secular Arab nations and impose Islamist regimes in their place. To make sure islam keeps going and giving them power. The Jews created the theocratic Islamist state of Saudi Arabia and made sure their own would control Mecca and Medina the holiest places of Islam. The Jews creation of Wahhabist sects and such also make sure Islam continues to impose itself on the Arab world.

But just as Frankenstein's monster turned on him. I think this conflict in Syria might be the end of Israel.

Putin expressed his Jewishness at the Wailing Wall in Israel.....Kippah and all. Jewish Oligarchs & Rabbinical Class Put Jew Putin In Office
http://josministries.prophpbb.com/topic9453.html